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The lists in this catalog include books and pamphlets in our 
print specialized resource collection covering all phases of 
blindness and allied subjects. These books may be borrowed 
from the Iowa Commission for the Blind for four weeks with 
renewal privilege on request. 
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ADULT--FICTION 

Bjarnhof, Karl. The good light, tr. from the Danish by Naomi Walford. cl959 . 273p. 

Recommended for its detailed account of institutional life in the early 
1900's. Sequel to The stars grow pale. 

Bjarnhof, Karl. The stars grow pale, tr. from the Danish by Naomi Walford. cl958. 
3llp. 

Novel of a sensitive, young Danish boy who realizes he must leave the se
curity of home and childhood and go to an Institute for the Blind in 
Copenhagen . 

Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick. Blind man's bluff. cl943, 282p. 

A unique murder, a well hidden criminal, and intelligent writing. A Dun
can Maclain mystery. 

Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick. Clear and present danger. cl958, 190p. 

The psychological as well as physical facts of the detective's blindness 
are constantly stressed in this story of thrills intertwined with technical 
discourses on atomic science. A Duncan Maclain mystery. 

Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick. The odor of violets. cl941. 310p. 

Judged either as detective story or spy thriller this has everything it 
takes to make gorgeously shiversome entertainment. A Duncan Maclain 
mystery. 

Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick. You die today! cl952. 217p. 

Novel murder device, unique fabric of alibis, deeply knotted puzzle, and 
engaging detection technique. A Duncan Maclain mystery. 
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92 BIOGRAPHY 
(arranged alphabetically by subject) 

Campbell, Marjorie Elliott (Wilkins). No compromise; the story of Colonel Baker 
and the CNIB. cl965. 217p. 

Biography of "a man of formidable strength of character," Edwin A. Baker, 
leader in work for the Blind in Canada. 

Blackhall, David Scott. This house had windows. cl962. 17lp. 

Autobiographical. "The pilgrimage of a man whose humility, self-mockery, 
strength and patience under suffering are qualities to be admired." 

Bowen, B. B. Blind man's offering. cl850. 432p. 

The author's hope is that this book "wi 11 exert a beneficent influence, 
and contribute something to deepen the interest already manifested in the 
condition and c 1 aims of the blind. " 

Roblin, Jean. The reading fingers; the life of Louis Braille, 1809-1852. Tr. 
from the French by Ruth G. Mandalian. cl955. 6Sp. 

Biography of Louis Braille. 

Bretz, Alice. I begin again. cl940. 20lp. 

A success story - the achievement of a self-contained, independent life 
against unusual odds. 

Brown, Eleanor Gertrude. Corridors of light. cl958. 186p. 

Autobiography rich with experiences, crises resolved, and challenges met. 

Caufield, Genevieve. Kingdom within; ed. by Ed Fitzgerald. cl960. 279p. 

Story of a gallant and indomitable woman who made her blindness a power 
for good in the world. 

Clifton, Bernice. None so blind. cl962 . 253p. 

This story carri es many a helpful hint on the fine art of turning tragedy 
into triumph. 

Simon , Philip J. Sight unseen; how Bernice Clifton discovered the value of a 
handicap. cl951. 165p. 

A triumphant book abounding in workable philosophy and common sense. 
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Dahl, Borghild Margarethe. I wanted to see. cl944. 210p. 

Nearly blind from childhood the author became a teacher, lecturer and 
book reviewer until two operations gave her more sight than she had ever 
had before. 

Dixon, J. M. The valley and the shadow. cl968. 336p . 

Comprising the experiences of a blind ex-editor; a literary biography, 
humorous autobiographical sketches, a chapter on Iowa journalism, and 
sketches of the West and western men. 

Holt, Winifred. A beacon for the blind; being a life of Henry Fawcett, the 
blind postmaster-general. cl915. 343p. 

This biography of Henry Fawcett will give ample illustration of his forti
tude and his perseverance. 

Fraser, Ian. Whereas I was blind. cl942. 169p. 

Sir Ian was the successor to Sir Cyril Arthur Pearson at St. Dunstan's, 
London. 

Tharp, Louise Hall. Three saints and a sinner; Julia Ward Howe, Louisa, Annie, 
and Sam Ward. cl956. 406p. 

Composite biography of four members of a famous family, the Wards of 
Boston & New York. Samuel Gridley Howe. 

Hoyt, Adelia M. Unfolding years; the events of a lifetime as recalled and 
wr1tten by Adelia M. Hoyt. cl950. 125p. 

Autobiography of a pioneer in work for the blind at the Library of Congress 
in the field of Braille transcribing. The author lived in Des Moines, 
Iowa, for 20 years. 

Husing, Edward B. My eyes are in my heart, written with Cy Rice. cl959. 297p. 

Biography of a man who never took a good honest look at himself -- until 
he lost his sight and then what he saw wasn't very complimentary. 

Keller, Helen Adams. The story of my life. cl954. 382p. 

Helen Keller's first autobiographical book originally published in 1902 
with her letters (1887-1901) and a supplementary account of her education, 
including passages from the reports and letters of her teacher, Anne 
Mansfield Sullivan by John Albert Macy. 

Brooks, Van Wyck. Helen Keller; sketch for a portrait. cl956. 166p. 

An illuminating portrait of the deaf-blind woman whose triumph over her 
disabilities has made her life an inspiration to the entire world. 
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McCoy, Marie Bell. Journey out of darkness. cl963. 20Sp. 

Mrs. McCoy has written this autobiographical book in the hope that others 
may be encouraged to seek a "road out" of their own difficulties. 

Mehta, Ved Parkash. Face to face; an autobiography. cl957. 370p. 

An intensely personal and introspective account of a blind person's capacity 
to succeed in the world of sight. 

Mitchell, Mary. Uncharted country; aspects of life in blindness. cl963. 154p. 

Testament of the author's struggle not only with the circumstances created 
by her own blindness, but with those created by the sighted community. 

Seitz, Don Carlos. Joseph Pulitzer, his life and letters. cl924. 478p. 

"Life and letters of the former owner of the New York 'World' constituting 
one of the most amazing careers in American life." 

Raymond, Robert L. With furled sail; reminiscenses. cl946 . 162p. 

Story of the beginnings of the Massachusetts Division of the blind. 

Russell, Robert. To catch an angel; adventures in the world I cannot see. cl962. 
317p. 

Account of the author's accidental blindness in childhood, continued edu
cation, marriage to an English girl, fatherhood and his spiritual quest. 

Scapino, J. Georges. A challenge to darkness; the life story of J. Scapino, 
tr. w1th 1ntro. by Helen Keller and a foreward by Gen. Henri Gouraud. cl929. 
173p. 

Autobiography of the blind hero of France who lost his sight in the trenches. 

Barnes, Eric Wollencott. The man who lived twice; the biography of Edward Sheldon 
with an introductory chapter by Anne Morrow Lindbergh. cl956. 365p. 

A captivating and stirring biography of an extraordinary man. 

Sheppard, William. Out of my darkness. cl956. 28lp. 

A world of darkness that began in childhood was ended twenty-one years later 
by the miracle of modern surgery. 

Thornton, Walter. Cure for blindness. cl968 .. 22lp. 

Blinded by a bomb in 1943, the author hopes his autobiography will help 
other blinded people adjust and that the sighted will learn something of 
how to help the blind. 
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Twersky, Jacob. The sound of the walls; a blind man's story of his efforts to 
f1nd h1mself and his place in life. cl959. 239p. 

"Presents the nature of 'sight' and 'insight' with impressive simplicity 
and perception." 

Yates, Elizabeth. The lighted heart; pen drawings by Nora S. Unwin. cl960. 25lp. 

A novelist and childrens' author tells of the joys of New England country 
living and her husband's courage and skill in adjusting to a new life of 
blindness. 
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Lende, Helga. Books about the blind; a bibliographical guide to 
literature relating to the blind. cl940. 215p. 

Compilation of annotated bibliographies on various subjects 
relating to the blind. 

Lende, Helga. Books about the blind; a bibliographical guide to 
literature relating to the blind. rev. ed. cl953. 357p. 

Revised edition of a standard research tool on subjects relat
ing to the blind. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Broadening professional horizons. 
cl961. 2lp. 

Selected readings in social welfare and related fields currently 
available in Braille or recorded form. 

Weisner, Jerome Bert. Proceedings of the International Congress on 
Technology and Blindness. Vol. IV. cl963. 152p. 

Represents a first attempt to compile an international catalog 
of material aids for the education, rehabilitation, and personal 
aid of visually impaired and blind persons. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Adjustment to blindness and severe 
visual impairment: a selected bibliography (prepared by Robert A. 
Scott.) cl967. 27p. 

Contains a selected list of articles, books, and essays concern
ing adjustment to blindness and severe visual impairment. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Bibliography of mobility research 
and mobility instrumentation research (a provisional bibliography). 
cl964. 30p. 

"Can be considered a revision of a similar bibliography generated 
by John K. Dupress in 1963". 

Sussman, Marvin B., et. al. Professionalism and rehabilitation coun
seling; an annotated bibliography. cl968. 6lp. 

Contains the original 183 references cited in the first bibli
ography (Working Paper #1, September 1965) plus 80 additional 
citations. 

Mylecraine, Mary, comp. Music for the blind. cl968. 8p. 

Bibliography compiled for American Association of Instructors 
of the Blind Convention, Toronto, Canada, June 23-27, 1968. 

Library of Congress. Annual report of Library of Congress. 

Annual reports from 1960 to date. 
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Library of Congress. Annual report of Library of Congress: excerpts -
Division for the Blind. 

Annual reports of the Division for the blind for the years 
1898-1944 and 1945-1960. 

Haycraft, Howard. Books for the blind; a postscript and an appreciation. 
revised ed. cl962. 16p. 

Originally appearing in the ALC Bulletin for October 1962, this 
reprint has been updated and expanded. 

Haycraft, Howard. Books for the blind and physically handicapped; a 
postscript and an appreciation. 3rd ed. rev. cl968. 17p. 

This 3rd edition has been extensively revised and expanded to 
include the handicapped. 

American Library Association. Library administration Division. 
Standards for library services for the blind and visually handicapped; 
adopted July 14, 1966. cl967. 54p. 

Reprinted from the COMSTAC Report. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Tape recording books for the blind. 
cl962. 24p. 

Suggestions to help those who record books to achieve one goal -
the effective communication of the book to the listener. 

Stevenson, Victoria Faber. Etta Josselyn Giffin; pioneer librarian 
for the blind. cl959. 162p. 

First librarian, reading room for the blind, Library of Congress, 
1897. 

Jewish Braille Institute of America, Inc. Library catalog. cl968. 
183p. 

An international circulating collection of books of Jewish 
interest: loaned free of charge exclusively to the blind and 
visually handicapped. 3rd ed. Source of fiction and no~~
fiction books in English in Braille or on recordings & tapes. 

American Foundation for the Blind. The New Outlook for the Blind. 

1960 to date. "A magazine for professionals in service to 
the blind." 

National Federation of the Blind. All Story. July 1957. 

Continued as BRAILLE MONITOR, official publication of the 
National Federation of the Blind. 
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National Federation of the Blind. Blind American. June 1961-1964. 

Preceded by BRAILLE MONITOR (not pub. Jan. - May 1961) and con
tinued as BRAILLE MONITOR. 

National Federation of the Blind. Braille Monitor. 1958-1960 . 

Preceded by ALL STORY. Continued as BLIND AMERICAN. Official 
publication of the National Federation of the Blind. 

National Federation of the Blind. Braille Monitor. 1965 to date. 

Preceded by BLIND AMERICAN. "Voice of the National Federation 
of the Blind." 

Royal National Institute for the Blind. The New Beacon: The Journal 
of Blind Welfare. 1967 to date. 

Authoritative articles on all aspects of blind welfare through
out the world. 

Services for the Blind. Inc. Iowa Transcriber. 1964 to date. 

"A publication by and for Braillists, tapists, and large typists." 

100 PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY 

Eckert, John A. A study of personality traits of rehabilitated blind 
in professional occupations. cl966. 55p. 

Concerned with the personality traits of the rehabilitated 
blind in professional occupations. 

U.S. Department Health, Education & Welfare. Rehabilitating the 
narcotic addict; report of Institute on New developments in the 
Rehabilitation of the Narcotic Addict, Fort Worth, Texas, February 16-
18, 1966. 392p. 

"It is hoped this report will be found useful in planning guide
lines for future programs in this field." 

American Foundation for the Blind. Adjustment to visual disability 
in adolescence. cl961. 239p. 

Describes a three-year research program in which the determina
tion of factors relating to adjustment in visually disabled 
adolescents was a prime objective. 

American Foundation for the Blind. A psychiatrist works with blindness; 
sel. papers. cl958. 119p. 

Those who read these papers will be challenged by their contents 
and refreshed by the human approach of this sensitive scholar. 
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Goodenough, Florence L. and Lois M. Rynkiewicz. Exceptional children. 
cl956. 428p. 

Provides students, teachers, parents, and others with a better 
idea of the nature and needs of children who differ so markedly 
that special education and training is essential. 

Montague, Margaret Prescott. Closed doors; studies of deaf and blind 
children. cl915. 183p . 

The author writes of children growing up. 

Rottman, Robert. Dear narents of blind children. n.d. llp . 

"You should know the hope and the challenge that are equally 
yours as your blind son or daughter grows to adulthood." 

Revesz, G. Exploring the world of touch; psychology and the art of 
the blind, tr. from the German by H. S. Wolff. cl950. 338p. 

A theory of haptics; esthetic experiences and sculptural activity 
of the blind. 

Broadbent, Donald Eric. Perception and communication. cl958. 338p. 

One of the first books in which problems in the study of hearing 
are considered from both a cyberneti cs viewpoint and from a de
tailed examination of the experimental literature. 

Kirk, Samuel Alexander and Bluma B. Weiner. Behavioral research on 
exceptional children. cl963. 369p. 

The visually impaired by Carson Y. Nolan, p.ll5. Deals with 
contemporary problems and issues in the education of children 
and youth who require a variety of speci a l services. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Abstract functioning in the blind 
by Edmund Joseph Rubin. cl964. 64p. 

Based on the hypothesis that congenitally blind adults would have 
lower scores than sighted and later-blind subjects on selected 
tests of abstraction. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Effects of early blindness; per
formance of blind and sighted children on tactile and auditory tasks 
by Seymour Axelrod. cl959. 83p. 

Results of investigation "regarding effects of blindness on the 
remaining sense modalities." 

American Foundation for the Blind. A manual of norms for tests used 
in counseling blind persons. cl958. 40p. 

Fundamental to the development of proper counseling techniques 
is the adaptation of aptitude and personality tests for use with 
blind individuals. 
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American Foundation for the Blind. Stimulus variables in auditory 
projective testing. cl962. 8lp. 

An information theory method for measuring psychological ambi
guity, and effects of varying ambiguity and type of content 
upon projection with blind and sighted. 

Villey, Pierre. 
by Alys Hallard. 

The world of the blind, a psychological study; tr. 
cl930. 403p. 

Written by a blind person this is a careful minute study of 
the substitution of the senses which psychologists will study 
with profit and others will read with sympathy and admiration. 

300 SOCIAL SCIENCES 

American Foundation for the Blind. The social life of blind people, 
ed. by Eric Josephson. cl968. lSOp. (Research series #9) 

A reorientation of agency problems is urgently needed if they 
are to effectively serve blind persons and integrate them into 
the community. 

Graham, Milton D. 
future potentials. 

Social research on blindness; present status and 
cl960. 177p. 

Two-thirds of all items on which this survey is based are 
recent (since 1953) and deal directly with blindness. 

Hall, Edward Twitchell. The silent language. cl959. 240p. 

Analyzes the many ways in which people "talk" to one another 
without the use of words. 

Hopkirk, Howard W. Institutions serving children. cl944. 244p. 

Written for all having particular responsibilities for insti
tutions or others with a definite interest in child welfare. 

Colcord, Joanna C. Your community; its provision for health, educa
tion, safety, and welfare. 3rd ed. cl947. 263p. 

First published in 1939 and widely used in schools, and community 
and civic organizations. 

Keller, Helen Adams. Helen Keller, her Socialist years. Writings 
and speeches ed. with intro. by PhilipS. Foner. cl967. 128p. 

The dozen years when Helen Keller was a crusading socialist 
was a major period in her life. 

ten Broek, Jacobus. The right to live in the world: the disabled in 
the law of torts. cl966? 78p. 

Written by the founder and long-time president of the National 
Federation of the Blind. 
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Gust, Fr. The blind telephonist; technology and organization of a 
vocation for the blind. Tr. from the German "Der Blinde Telefonist." 
cl957. 152p. 

Employment of the blind as telephone switchboard operators. 

Crawford, Fred L. Career planning for the blind; a manual for students 
and teachers. cl966. 189p. 

First textbook of its kind developed specifically for use of blind 
children and adults. 

Crawford, Fred L. A manual of practices and procedures in the establish
ment and operation of a professional counseling and placement service. 
cl965. 40p. 

Serves as a guide for use by new staff members at the Lighthouse. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Blind workers in service occupations 
in hospitals; guidelines for selection, training, placement. cl967. llp. 

Designed for use by hospital personnel, directors, and vocational 
rehabilitation counselors. 

Bauman, Mary Kinsey. Characteristics of blind and visually handicapped 
people in professional sales and managerial work. cl963. 116p. 

Analysis of data resulting from personal interviews with 
successfully employed blind persons. 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Counselors guide; how 
to find employment and place blind persons on jobs of an industrial 
character in nonindustrial areas, by J. Hiram Chappel. cl953. 28p. 

Techniques used in finding employment for blind persons are 
fundamentally the same in all fields -- industry, business, pro
fessions. 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Studies in rehabili
tation counselor training; agency-University communication, coordina
tion, and cooperation in rehabilitation counselor education. cl964. 44p. 

Papers presented at a workshop December 1963. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Income tax exemptions for blind 
persons. cl967. 8p. 

Large-print booklet of information about Federal income tax. 

Arthur, Julietta K. Employment for the handicapped; a guide for the 
disabled, their families, and their counselors. cl967. 272p. 

Presents vocational opportunities in a way valuable to the dis
abled, his family, his counselor, and his employer. 
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Crawford, Fred L. Counseling and placement of blind persons in pro
fessional occupations: practice and research. cl966. 160p. 

A valuable guide in developing new opportunities for competent 
young blind people. 

Mold, Howard P. Effecting excellence in management practice in 
vocational rehabilitation. cl966. 143p. 

A study for the vocational rehabilitation administration. 

Iowa Society for Crippled Children & Adults, Inc. Rehabilitation of 
the public offender - a beginning. cl966. 3lp. 

Proceedings of the fifth annual conference of the Iowa Rehabili
tation Association November 29, 1966. 

Viscardi, Henry. The abilities story. cl967. 239p. 

A book to be read not in pity, but in pride of the struggle of 
disabled people in their successful endeavor to support them
selves through work. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Law as a profession for the blind, 
by James F. C. Hyde. cl954. 67p. 

Descriptions of the blind lawyer in a variety of situations; 
each written by a blind lawyer. 

Kurtz, Russell H. Social work year book; a description of organized 
activities in social work and in related fields. 9th ed. cl947. 714p. 

Consists of 79 signed articles written by authorities on the 
topics discussed and a national and international directory of 
agencies. 

Harrison, Shelby M. and F. Emerson Andrews. American Foundation for 
Social Welfare. cl946. 249p. 

Lists, describes and discusses in brief the history, organization, 
resources, fields of activity, and general trends of foundations. 

Royal National Institute for the Blind. 
blind in the British Isles and overseas. 

Directory of agencies for the 
cl960. 193p. 

Joint publication of the Royal National Institute for the Blind 
and Gardner's Trust for the Blind. 

American Foundation for the Blind. How well are they paid? cl967. 
19p. 

Designed for use by those responsible for determining salaries 
in the field of service to the blind. 
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Finestone, Samuel, et. al. Social casework and blindness. cl960. 157p. 

Not intended as a handbook for practice but as a teaching and 
learning instrument, contains articles by various authors on 
casework and blindness. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Blindness 1964. cl964. 
175p. 

AAWB first annual on blindness. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Blindness 1965. cl965. 
188p. 

AAWB second annual on blindness. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Blindness 1966. cl966. 
23Sp. 

AAWB third annual on blindness. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Blindness 1967. cl967. 
199p. 

AAWB fourth annual on blindness. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Blindness 1968. cl968. 
183p. 

AAWB fifth annual on blindness. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Contemporary papers. 
Vol. I. n.d. 23p. 

Makes available recent articles originally published outside the 
field and thought to be of more than common usefulness. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Contemporary papers. 
Vol. II. cl967. 40p. 

More articles of continuing value. References p.24. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind. Contemporary papers. 
Vol. III. cl968. 19p. 

Continues the series of current articles. 

American Foundation for the Blind. The Grove Park report; principles 
underlying nonmedical vocational and rehabilitation preparation ser
vices for blind persons, by Kathern F. Gruber and Arthur L. Voorhees. 
cl961. 40p. (Group reports #7.) 

No other services are as important to a blind person as those 
which assist him to manage his own life and hold a job, and no 
matter where he may reside he should have such services of high 
quality available to him. 
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Bauman, Mary Kinsey, and Norman M. Yoder. Placing the blind and 
visually handicapped in clerical, industrial, and service fields. n.d. 
33lp. 

Training and services can avail little if competent marketing 
techniques are overlooked. 

Bauman, Mary Kinsey. Placing the blind and visually handicapped in 
professional occupations. cl962. 254p. 

This book was published to furnish useful information in select
ing and preparing for professional occupations. 

American Foundation for the Blind. The blind person as a college 
teacher by W. Alfred McCauley. cl961. 88p. (Vocational series #4.) 

Discussion of the demands, problems, and approaches to entering 
and advancing within the profession. 

American Foundation for the Blind. What every blind person should 
know ... travel concessions for blind persons. rev. cl965. lOp. 

Current rules and regulations in effect through 1969. 

Best, Harry. Blindness and the blind in the United States. cl934. 714p. 

Regards the blind as certain components of the population who 
demand classification and attention. 

Bindt, Juliet. A handbook for the blind. cl952. 244p. 

"Intended primarily for the newly blinded and their sighted 
associates." 

Chevigny, Hector and Sydell Braneman. Adjustment of the blind. cl950. 
320p. 

The author has joined with a clinical psychologist to write 
about the social and personal psychological problems of blind
ness. 

Commission on Standards and Accreditation of Services for the Blind. 
The COMSTAC report: Standards for strengthened services, ed. by 
Frances A. Koestler. cl966. 392p. 

Report of a three-year examination of services for the blind or 
severely handicapped. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Blindness: some facts and figures. 
cl963. 14p. 

Until an internationally accepted definition of blindness is 
generally accepted no reliable statistics can be made available. 
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American Foundation for the Blind. The past is prologue ... Human wel
fare in the next half century: The Jewish Guild for the Blind, 50th 
Anniversary Professional Institute, New York, March 19-20, 1964. cl964. 
106p. 

A seminar devoted to review and to progress of services to the 
blind held to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Jewish 
Guild for the Blind. 

Dishart, Martin. Vital issues and recommendations from the 1965 
National Institutes for rehabilitation research. cl965. SSp. 

Recommendations to the field of vocational rehabilitation from 
175 top level administrators of state rehabilitation programs. 

Farrell, Gabriel. The story of blindness. cl956. 270p. 

The author, who was for over 20 years director of Perkins Insti
tution for the Blind, discusses the medical and social aspects 
of blindness from an historical approach. 

Frank, Morris and Blake Clark. First lady of the Seeing Eye. cl957 
156p. 

Story of the first dog guide and her master who together 
pioneered The Seeing Eye. 

Fraser, G. et al. The causes of blindness in childhood; a study of 
776 children with severe visual handicaps. cl967. 245p. 

"A major contribution to the study of human genetics as well as 
human blindness." 

Gowman, Alan G. The war blind in American social structure with a 
foreward by Thomas D. Cutsforth. cl957. 237p. 

A book to be studied carefully by teachers and social workers 
who are dealing with the personality structure of handicapped 
individuals. 

Katz, Alfred Hyman. Parents of the handicapped; self-organized 
parents' and relatives groups of treatment of ill and handicapped 
children. cl961. 155p. 

Provides for the first time a frame of reference to the study of 
this social phenomenon. 

La Sizeranne, Maurice de. The blind Sisters of Saint Paul. cl907. 303p. 

Story of the French sisterhood made up of blind nuns. 

Le Fevre, Robert. The story of the Wagner-O'Day act; Nov. 15, 1890-
April 10, 1966. cl966. 48p. 

The growth and unity of the workshop program has come about since 
the passage of the Wagner-O'Day act of June 1938. 
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Lunt, Lucy. If you make a noise I can't see. cl965. 159p. 

An irresistible book about blind children. 

Norris, Miriam and Patricia J. Spaulding. Blindness in children. 
cl957. 17lp. 

A report on the possibilities of the normal growth and develop
ment of blind children. 

Pearson, Arthur. Victory over blindness; how it was won by the men of 
St. Dunstan's and how others may win it. cl919. 265p. 

Outcome of many suggestions that there ought to be some permanent 
record of the life and work at St. Dunstan's, the Hostel for the 
soldiers and sailors of the British Imperial Forces blinded in 
the War. 

Putnam, Peter. Keep your head up, Mr. Putnam! cl952. 17lp. 

An account of the author's experiences at the Seeing Eye School 
at Morristown, New Jersey. 

Seeman, Bernard. Your sight; folklore, fact, and common sense. cl968. 
242p. 

Clear and readable account of eye anatomy and development of 
medical science in this field. 

Taylor, Wallace W. and Isabella Wagner Taylor. Services for handi
capped youth in England and Wales. cl967. 340p. 

Services presented so that they may be compared with similar 
services in the U.S. 

Tucker, William V. and Harry J. Waters, eds. Higher education and 
handicapped students; an administrative handbook. cl964. 9lp. 

Based on the experiences of hundreds of persons in educating 
handicapped college students. 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Proceedings; 3rd 
annual conference of the model reporting area for blindness statistics. 
cl964. 57p. 

Conference held May 14-15, 1964 in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

U.S. Veteran's Administration. War blinded veterans in a postwar 
setting; a social work followup of rehabilitation measures for blinded 
veterans with service connected disabilities between December 7, 1941, 
and March 31, 1953. cl958. 260p. 

Reference book valuable to all persons interested in the blind
veteran or non-veteran. 
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Wright, George N. and Ann Beck Trotter. Rehabilitation research. 
cl968. 64p. 

Presents valuable research information in compact and useful 
form contributing to the professionalism of rehabilitation counsel
ing. 

Zahl, Paul Arthur, ed. Blindness; modern approaches to the unseen 
environment. cl963. 589p. 

Presents the deliberations of a diverse group of experts in the 
problems of adjustment of the blind to life in the world today. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Ability structure and loss of 
vision by Jyrki Juurmaa. cl967. 128p. (Research series #18) 

Based on a series of investigations conducted between 1960 and 
1965 at the Institute for Occupational Health, in Helsinki, 
Finland. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Financial assistance to the blind. 
cl967. 8p. 

A large-print pamphlet describing various types of aid available. 

American Public Health Association, Inc. Services for children with 
eye problems; a guide for public health personnel. cl967. llOp. 

Directed to those involved in services for children with eye 
problems. 

Best, Harry. The blind; their condition and the work being done for 
them in the United States. cl919. 763p. 

At the time of publication, considered invaluable not only to 
those directly connected with work for the blind, but for all 
who are interested in the wider problem of general employment 
and social conditions. 

Graham, Milton D. 851 blinded veterans; a success story. cl968. 338p. 

Provided with adequate medical, social, and rehabilitative ser
vices, blind persons can achieve a place in the community com
parable to that of their sighted peers. 

Moor, Pauline M. No time to lose; a symposium. cl968. 53p. 

Sets forth some methods and techniques found to be successful in 
helping multiply impaired blind children reach their optimal 
potentials. 
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U.S. President's Commission on Employment of the 
ment assistance for the handicapped; a directory 
programs to help the handicapped to employment. 

Handicapped. Employ
of federal & state 
cl968. 37p. 

Programs designed for those who need additional education, train
ing, or rehabilitation before they can qualify for a job. 

Duker, Sam. Listening: reading. cl966. 47Sp. 

Includes bibliographical references. This representative sampling 
of the best of the listening literature should be useful in 
teaching the skills of listening effectively. 

Lawton, Robert E. Listening to rate controlled speech: a technique 
for improving education and communication in the Air Force and industry. 
cl967. ll4p. 

Thesis submitted in partial satisfaction of requirements for 
graduation. 

Nunnally, Jum Clarence. Educational measurement and evaluation. cl964. 
440p. 

Specifically designed for prospective elementary and secondary 
school teachers. 

Weiss, David J., et al. The measurement of vocational needs. cl964. 
lOlp. 

Report on the development of two questionnaires as measures of 
vocational needs. 

The Psychological Corporation. Test catalog. cl96S. 97p. 

Tests listed in this booklet have been designed and published 
or authorized by The Psychological Corporation. 

Fund for the Advancement of Education, N.Y. Four case studies of 
programed instruction. cl964. 119p. 

Programed instruction has the potential of freeing schools and 
men from old bondage and outworn theories and practices. 

American Foundation for the Blind. The school age blind child project 
by Miriam Norris with foreward by M. Robert Barnett. cl961. SSp. 
(Educational series #13) 

One of several reports growing out of a continuing study of a 
group of children blind from birth. 

National Medical Foundation for Eye Care, N.Y. Identification of school 
children requiring eye care; a report to educators and physicians. 
cl9S9. 36p. 

Appraisal of the health of children helps teachers to understand 
their pupils and identifies problems that require attention. 
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Daniels, Arthur Simpson and Evelyn.A. Davis. Adapted physical educa
tion; principles and practice of physical education for exceptional 
students. 2nd ed. cl96S. 547p. 

Practical, standard text-manual. 

Walker, Leroy T. Physical education for the exceptional student; prin
ciples and practice of physical education for atypical students. cl963. 
63p. 

Program emphasizing abilities rather than disabilities. 

Alvin, Juliette. Music for the handicapped child. cl965. lSOp. 

"Attempts to provide a better assessment of the value of music 
to handicapped children." 

American Association of Workers for the Blind, Inc. Proceedings of 
the twenty-fifth convention of the American Association of Workers for 
the Blind ... Sheraton Plaza Hotel, Daytona Beach, Florida, June 24-29, 
1951. cl951. 202p. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind, Inc. Proceedings of 
the American Association of Workers for the Blind ... Lord Baltimore 
Hotel, Baltimore, Maryland, July 7-11, 1947. cl947. 2llp. 

American Association of Workers for the Blind, Inc. "Reality, the 
keystone of service", 41st convention ... Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach, 
Florida, July 9-14, 1967. cl967. 32p. 

American Foundation for the Blind. 
vision children by Natalie Barraga. 

Increased visual behavior in low 
cl964. 180p. (Research series #13) 

Reports the findings of a teaching experiment in which children 
with low vision were presented visual stimulation. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Verbalism among blind children; 
an investigation and analysis by Randall K. Harley. cl963. 6lp. 
(Research series #10) 

Report of a study to explore the relationship of verbalism among 
blind children to age, intelligence, experience, and personal 
adjustment. 

American Optometric Association. Committee on visual problems of chil
dren and youth. The importance of vision to a creative life in freeaom 
and dignity. cl960. 35p. 

Report to the 1960 White House Conference on Children and Youth. 

American Optometric Association. Committee on visual problems of chil
dren and youth. Manual on the visual care of the partially seeing 
child. 3rd rev. ed. cl961. 89p. 

For "all concerned with helping partially seeing children realize 
their full potential". 
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Artman, William and L.V. Hall. Beauties in achievement of the blind. 
cl860. 387p. 

"To disseminate a more correct and extended knowledge of blindness, 
and its effect upon mental and physical development." 

Bauman, Mary Kinsey and Norman M. Yoder. Adjustment to blindness-
Reviewed with a foreward by Berthold Lowenfeld. cl966. 272p. 

"Draws together the applicable viewpoints of theorists on many 
blindness-related phenomena." 

Center Personnel Institute. Proceedings of Center Personnel Institute, 
November 13-16, 1962. cl962. SOp. 

Small group discussions made this more of a workshop than an 
institute devoted to lecture and formal instruction. 

Cosgrove, Elizabeth. Home teachers of the adult blind; what they do; 
what they could do; what will enable them to do it. cl961. 119p. 

Report of a study on home teachers of the adult blind in the U.S. 
and of the need for training facilities for home teachers. 

Dunn, Lloyd M., et al., ed. Exceptional children in the schools. cl963. 
580p. 

Seven authorities in special education have produced an integrated 
and comprehensive introduction to teaching handicapped and gifted 
children in the schools. 

Haring, Norris Grover, et al. Attitudes of educators toward exceptional 
children. cl958. 238p. 

The authors are leaders in their respective fields of professional 
activity. 

Hathaway, Winifred (Phillips). Education and health of the partially 
seeing child. 4th ed. cl950. 20lp. 

Provides school administrators, nurses and teachers with informa
tion on adapting school facilities for the partially seeing. 

Kessler, Henry H. Rehabilitation of the physically handicapped. cl947. 
247p. 

An invaluable as well as informative sourcebook for the social 
worker and interested lay worker. 

The Lighthouse Low Vision Services. The Lighthouse optical aids catalog. 
cl967. 34p. 

Loose leaf catalog listing visual aids in order of increasing 
strength. 
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New York Institute for the Education of the Blind. Yearbook: the 
132nd annual report of the Board of Managers including the report of 
the Principal and general information. cl967. 6lp. 

Annual report. 

Obermann, Carl Esco. A history of vocational rehabilitation in America. 
cl965. 389p. 

"A study of history is necessary to an understanding of the 
present." 

Overbrook School for the Blind, Pa. Report 1959-1960; one hundred and 
twenty-eighth year. cl960. 40p. 

Annual report. 

Redkey, Henry. Rehabilitation centers today; a report on the operations 
of 77 centers in the United States and Canada. cl959. 23lp. 

Companion to "The planning of rehabi 1i tation centers." Informa
tion so that those who are looking toward better rehabilitation 
centers may benefit by the accumulated experience. 

Jackson, Stephen. Special education in England and Wales. cl966. 147p. 

Certain to help teachers and others concerned with Special Educa
tion and should also be of interest to parents. 

Schattner, Regina. Creative dramatics for handicapped children. cl967. 
160p. 

"A book for and by children created out of the stuff of their own 
lives and in their own words." 

Sloan, Louise L., ed. Recommended aids for the partially sighted. cl966. 
36p. 

Catalog is based on data obtained in a 10-year research study. 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. State vocational 
rehabilitation agency program data. 

Issues for 1964, 1965, 1966 available. These show data useful in 
program analysis. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Industrial arts for blind students; 
report of a conference on principles and standards, New York, February 
1, 2, 3, 1960. cl960. SOp. 

Objective "to assist in carrying out a training course for 
industrial arts instructors." 
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The child with a handicap; a team approach to 
cl959. 409p. 

Provocative book focusing primarily on the child, secondly on 
the handicap. 

Mitchell, Elmer L. Training guides in motivation for vocational rehabili
tation staff. Second Institute on Rehabilitation Services May 18-21, 
1964. cl965. 73p. 

This report concludes the work of the two-year Study Group on 
motivation. 

Rusalem, Herbert. Guiding the physically handicapped college student. 
cl962. lSlp . 

Author's purpose is to improve the quality of educational services 
provided for disabled persons on college campuses. 

Tnomason, Bruce, ed. Medical consultation in vocational rehabili ta
t ion; study committee reports for 1963 and 1964. First and second 
Institute on Rehabilitation Services. cl965. 36p. 

Fundamental purpose to develop guidelines so medical consultation 
can be incorporated more effectively into rehabilitation counsel
ing. 

U.S . Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Directory of school 
programs for visually handicapped children. cl966. 33p. 

3rd annual director y. 

Wexler, Abraham. Experimental science for the blind; an instruction 
manual. cl961. 97p. 

Describes in full detail a variety of devices which translate 
the visible signals by which conventional science apparatus con
veys information into audible and tactile signals. 

Whitten, E. B., ed. The s tate-federal vocational rehabilitation pro
gram looks to the future; a statement of missions and goals. n.d. 16p. 

Prepared to clarify the position of vocational rehabilitation 
agencies in the total structure of services. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Concerning the educat i on of blind 
children, by Georgie Lee Abel and others. cl959. 107p. (Educational 
series #12) 

Composed of a series of papers previously presented at conferences , 
workshops, or courses dealing with programs in the education of 
the blind . 
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American Foundation for the Blind. Factors influencing vocational 
rehabilitation of the blind by Ellen Reid. cl960. 128p. (Research 
series #8.) 

Based on a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of Master of Social Work. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Methods of communications with 
deaf-blind people, rev. ed. by Annette B. Dinsmore. cl959. 48p. 

Intended as an aid to families and friends of the deaf-blind as 
well as to professional personnel who work with them. 

American Foundation for the Blind . Mother and blind child; the in
fluence of child-rearing practices on the behavior of preschool 
blind children by Sadako Imamura. cl965. 78p. (Research series #14) 

Study made use of systematic observation of children and their 
mothers in their homes. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Opportunities for blind teachers 
in public schools; a report on legal aspects, politics and practices 
affecting their employment by Bruce Thomason and Albert M. Barrett. 
cl961. 39p. (Vocational series #5.) 

Reveals the majority of states have no restrictive legislation 
relative to blind teachers. 

American Foundation for the Blind. The preschool deaf-blind child; 
suggestions for parents. cl966. 9p. 

Suggestions to parents for helping their child learn to walk, 
eat, dress, and accomplish other details of everyday living. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Services for blind persons in 
the United States. cl960. 92p. 

A summary of the status of blind persons and programs and ser
vices designed to assist them as well as recommendations for 
the future. 

American Foundation for the Blind. The story of embossed books for 
the blind by Louis Rodenberg. cl955. 16p. (Educational series #2) 

History from the 18th century when raised Roman letters were 
first used to the present time with its standard Braille forms. 

Association for Computing Machinery. The selection, training, and 
placement of blind computer programmers. cl966. 45p. 

Designed as a guide for the teacher, employer, rehabilitation 
worker, and the blind person who wishes to seek a livelihood in 
this profession. 
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Buell, Charles Edwin . Physical education for blind children. cl966. 
224p. 

Parents, teachers and school administrators wi ll find the principles 
described easy to apply and will assist visually handicapped 
children to advance toward full contribution and an abundant life. 

Cutsforth, Thomas D. The blind in school and society; a psychological 
study, with a foreward by Hector Chevigny. New ed. cl951. 269p. 

"Helps acquaint the seeing with the blind and the blind with 
themselves." 

Donahue, Wilma, and Donald Dabelstein, eds. Psychological diagnosis and 
counseling of the adult blind; selected papers from the proceedings 
of the University of Michigan Conference for the blind, 1947. cl950. 
173p. 

Papers on problems associated with blindness. 

Dufton, Richard , ed. Proceedings of the International Conference on 
Sensory Devices for the Blind. cl967. 477p. 

The first time evaluators of a sensory device have been able to 
present the results of field trials undertaken simultaneously in 
several countries. 

Foulke, Emerson. The compression of rapid speech by the blind; part 
III, November 1967. cl967. 22p. 

Project #2430; covering period January 1, 1967 through September 
31, 1967. 

Foulke, Emerson, ed. Proceedings of the Louisville conference on 
time compressed speech, October 19-21, 1966, Center for rate controlled 
recordings. cl967. 168p. 

Because we depend heavily on spoken language, aural communication 
has begun to receive more specific attention by educators. 

Fulker, Wilbur H. and Mary Fulker. Techniques with tangibles; a 
manual for teaching the blind. cl96S. 72p. 

A unique book in its combination of teaching experiences and 
up-to-date technology. 

Huffman, Mildred Blake. Fun comes first for blind slow-learners. cl957. 
157p. 

Describes in systematized detail the application of educational 
goals and principles to the teaching of slow learning blind 
children. 
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Hurlin, Ralph G. Estimated prevalence of blindness in the United 
States. cl953. 15p. 

Re liable statistics on th e blind requires special methods and 
fonnulas. Text reprinted from "Social Security Bulletin," 
July 195 3. 

Industrial Home for the Blind. The IHB way; an approach to the rehabili
tation of blind persons. cl961. 185p. 

Fundamentally geared to the beginning student and the non
professional person. 

Irwin, Robert B. The war of the dots; an excerpt from AS I SAW IT. 
cl955. 56p. 

Details the struggle to achieve a uniform Braille type in the 
United States. 

Kuhler, J. B. Exercises to accompany lessons on the Nemeth Code. 
cl966. 64p. (Written in Braille) 

Reference manual, in Braille, for those who know Nemeth Code 
for Braille math, but need to check rules and symbols. 

Kuhler, J. B. Lessons and exercises on the Nemeth Code, Mrs. G. M. 
Robbins, consultant. cl966. 57p. 

Reference manual designed for transcribers who know the Nemeth 
Code for Braille math and need to check rules and symbols. 

Lacy, Bernard. An international adventure ; a brief history of the 
American Foundation for Overseas Blind, 1915-1965. cl965. 70p. 

AFOB's conviction is that with proper adjustment, education, 
and training a blind person may become a normal useful member 
of his own community. 

Lende, Helga. What of the blind?; a survey of the development and 
scope of present-day work with the blind. cl9~8. 214p. 

Designed with a view to presenting in one single volume the 
experience and opinions of leaders in this specialized field. 

Loomis, Madeline Seymour. The Braille reference book; for , grades 1, 
1~, and 2. cl922. 160p. 

Lists the contractions and other signs with the rules and 
decisions that apply to them. 

Loomis, Madeleine Seymour and P.C. Mitchell. Braille chemical nota
tions and how to use them. cl939. 28p. 

Originally published as monograph #8, The New York Institute 
for the Education of the Blind. 
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Loomis, Madeline Seymour. The writing of grade three Braille. cl944. 
76p. 

Not to be considered as a complete textbook nor confused with 
Braille shorthand. 

Michigan School for the Blind. Curriculum guide; pre-cane mobility 
and orientation skills for the blind. n.d. 

Provides specific examples of activities, units, lesson plans 
and reference materials. 

National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, Inc. Estimated 
statistics on blindness and vision problems. cl966. 109p. 

Focus is on statistics of the legally blind. 

Pelone, Anthony. Helping the visually handicapped child in a regular 
class. cl957. 99p. 

"Assists the visually handicapped--educationally, socially, and 
vocationally." 

Roof£, Madeline. Voluntary societies and social policy. cl957. 320p. 

A detailed investigation and a close study of the relationship 
between voluntary organizations and statutory bodies. 

Rosenberg, Charlot. Simple self-help devices to make for the handi
capped. 2nd ed. cl965. 12p. 

Shows simple do-it-yourself type of devices made without special 
tools or skills. 

Rottman, Robert. Some thoughts on the education of blind children. 
n.d. 13p. 

"A first-hand resource to the end that our common goal of inde
pendence, equality, and self-sufficiency for the blind of today 
and tomorrow may thereby be sooner attained." 

Rusalem, Herbert, et al. New frontiers for research on deaf-blindness; 
proceedings of a seminar conducted by the Industrial Home for the Blind 
with the support of the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration . 
cl966. 57p. 

Rehabilitation lies in the availability of present knowledge 
and improved techniques. 

Tickton, Reva S., ed. A guide to comprehensive rehabili t ati on se r vi ce 
to the homebound disabled (a textbook). cl961. 136p. 

Problems of the homebound child or adult are accentuated by 
effects of enforced isolation. 
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U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Instructional guide 
for use in vocational schools providing training for blind persons, 
by J. Hiram Chappell. cl960. 49p. (Rehab. service series #110) 

Pr ovides assistance to shop teachers in training blind students 
to use hand and power tools. 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. 
to assist the home teacher of the adult blind. 

Training the volunteer 
cl964. 69p. 

The shortage of professional personnel underscores a need to 
explore ways to utilize the fresh, free-will approach of the 
trained volunteer in agency programming. 

U.S. Depar t ment Medicine and Surgery. 
prosthe t ic and sens ory-aids service . 

Bulletin of prosthetics research; 
cl966. 193p. 

"Summarizes the 6th Technical Conference on reading machines 
for the blind." 

\Vi se , Janet . Dot writing; a manual of English Braille (American rev. 
1960). cl960 . lllp. 

A manua l for learning to write Braille. 

Bernstein, Bebe. Readiness and reading for the retarded child. cl965. 
200p. 

Includes bibliographical references . Presents a functional 
approach to readiness and reading for young (6-9) educable 
retarded children. 

Deno, Evelyn, ed. Ret arded youth: their school-rehabilitation needs. 
cl965. 153p. 

"Fina l report of project RD-681; a study and demonstration of 
means of realizing vocational r ehabilitation goals through special 
occupational training servi ces for high school age educable 
retarded youth. " 

Donahue , George T. and Sol Nichtern. Teaching the troubled child. cl965. 
202p. 

The Elmont proj ect demonstrated th a t resources are at hand in 
typi cal suburban communities that can adequately cope with the 
problems of most troubled children. 

American Foundation for the Blind . Teaching the blind script-writing 
by the Marks method; a manual developed by Anna S. Marks and Robert 
A. Marks. cl956. 23p. (Educational series #8) 

Will help teachers working with children and adults who are en
deavoring to learn or to preserve the skill of script writing. 
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Widerberg, Lloyd C. and Ruth Kaarlela. 
guide for blind persons. n.d. lOp. 

Techniques for eating; a 

Intended to serve as guidelines for families and rehabilitation 
personnel who are in direct contact with blind individuals. 

400 LANGUAGE 

Boatner, Maxine Tull and John Edward Gates, eds. A dictionary of 
idioms for the deaf. 1st ed. cl966. 364p. 

Designed as a supplement to existing school dictionaries for 
use by students and teachers in the upper grades in schools for 
the deaf. 

600 TECHNOLOGY 

Clark, Marguerite. After the doctor leaves; a practical guide to 
approved post-medical care and treatment of chronic diseases for the 
patient and his family, with a foreward by Howard A. Rusk. cl954. 310p. 

Mrs. Clark translates the most complex scientific findings into 
simple terms that the patient can understand. 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Rehabilitation and 
aging. cl961. 45p. 

A statement of rehabilitation needs, resources, and programs 
together with recommendations from the 1961 White House Conference 
on Aging. cl961. 45p. 

Asher, Harry. Experiments in seeing. cl961. 27lp. 

"Written for the general reader, but also of interest to scientists, 
medical men and anyone concerned with vision." 

Gregg, James R. and Gordon G. Heath. The eye and sight. cl964. 136p. 

Prepared in cooperation with a special committee of persons 
recommended by the American Academy of Optometry and the 
American Optometric Association. (Science resource series.) 
"Provides a unified and well-integrated introduction to the 
science of optics and vision." 

American Foundation for the Blind. Posture in the blind; the use of 
its determinants in the diagnosis and treatment of its problems. cl966. 
39p. (Research series #15) 

The importance of posture is motivated by appearance, and proper 
posture can definitely affect social acceptability. 
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Special physical education: adapted, corrective, 
2nd. ed. cl966. 368p. 

"Organized into sections dealing with adapted physical education 
for the mentally, physically, and socially handicapped." 

American Foundation for the Blind. Blindness and diabetes; helping 
the blind diabetic gain independence. cl967. llp. 

Large-print pamphlet outlining what blind diabetics should know 
about their disease and blindness. 

Fraser, Ian, ed. Conquest of disability; insp1r1ng accounts of courage, 
fortitude and adaptability in conquering grave physical handicaps. 
cl956. 224p. 

Written by persons who have conquered a disability and who wish 
to encourage the newly disabled. 

Duane, Thomas David. Ophthalmic research: U.S.A.; a comprehensive 
national survey of eye research. cl965. 17lp . 

First exhaustive nationwide survey of ophthalmic research ever 
undertaken in the U.S. 

Ishirara, Shinobu. Tests for colour-blindness. 3rd ed. cl960. 9p. 

Explanatory leaflet on test for color blindness. 

Ishihara, Shinobu. Tests for colour-blindness. cl962. 9p. 

Ishihara's color-blind test book. 

Jones, John Walker. Blind children- degree of vision, mode of read
ing; an analysis of children registered with the American Printing 
House for the Blind in January of 1960 under the act "to promote the 
education of the blind." cl961. 38p. 

Largest number of blind children known to be included in an 
educational study in this field. 

Fonda, Gerald Emmett. Management of the patient with subnormal vision. 
cl965. 16lp. 

Clinical and practical application of optical and visual aids 
are emphasized; theoretical discussion is minimized. 

U.S. National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness. Eye 
research. cl967. 44p. (Public Health Service Pub. #1502) 

Recent research information on cataracts, glaucoma, retinal 
detachment, retinitis pigmentosa, diabetic retinopathy, etc. 
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American Foundation for the Blind. Resistance to cataract surgery by 
Irving Miller. c1964. !lOp. (Research series #12) 

Outlines some of the factors that prevent individuals from seeking 
medical service and offers suggestions for counseling. 

Gregg, James R. The story of optometry. cl965. 305p. 

Covers theories and development of optics from earliest times. 

Cruichshank, William M. ed. Psychology of exceptional children and 
youth. 2nd ed. c1963. 623p. 

Each chapter has been prepared by an authority in a given field. 

Michal-Smith, Harold, ed. Management of the handicapped child: 
diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation. c1957. 276p. 

Authoritative survey of the development in services which affect 
handicapped children. 

Glover, Calvin S. Diversified farming activities for the blind. c1957. 
282p. 

Special reports of two projects in research and demonstration 
conducted at the Cincinnati Association for the Blind -- Farm 
School. 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Counselors guide; 
how to anal ze the rehabilitation needs of blind ersons on the farm 
by J. Hiram Chappell. cl959. 30p. (Rehabilitation service series 160) 

Analysis the rehabilitation needs of blind persons living on 
farms and of persons desiring to engage in farm work. 

Hartwell, Dickson. Dogs against darkness; the training of the Seeing 
Eye. c1960. 250p. 

First published in 1942. The training of the "Seeing Eye" dogs; 
also an account of the persons who founded the organization. 

Hasluck, Alexandra. To guide and guard; beginnings of the Guide Dogs 
for the Blind Movement in Australia, 1951-1962. c1967. 75p. 

History of a guide dog training school in Australia. 

Detroit Public Schools. Typewriting for visually handicapped children; 
a teacher's guide. Ed. by Edith Cohoe Kirk. c1967. lllp. 

Visually limited children can use typing as an alternative 
technique. 
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Eakin, William M., et. al. Type size research for the partially 
seeing child. c1961. 32p. 

Covers the "Cleveland Study, 1919-1920", "Fortner Study, 1943", 
"Stanwix House Study, 1952", and the "Nolan Study, 1959." 

Goldish, Louis Harvey. 
distribution, and use. 

Braille in the United States: its production, 
c1967. 103p. 

Goal of this report is that the blind be offered as much oppor
tunity as possible through the efficient, economical production 
and distribution of Brailled material. 

American Printing House for the Blind, Inc. American Printing House 
for the Blind, Inc.; its history, purposes and policies. cl964. 12p. 

"This is the oldest national agency for the blind, private or 
public, in the United States." 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Small business enter
prises for the severely handicapped. c1955. 152p. (Rehabilitation 
service series #320) 

Catalog of small business experiences of the homebound and handi
capped in the state-federal vocational rehabilitation program. 

700 THE ARTS 

Lowenfeld, Viktor and W. Lambert Brittain. Creative and mental growth, 
4th ed. c1964. 412p. 

"A book that has been acclaimed a 'must' for art educators, there 
is material that will interest professionals and layman alike." 

Hunt, Valerie V. Recreation for the handicapped. cl955. 340p. 

Develops a philosophy of recreation as applied to the handicapped, 
and indicates needs which can be partially met through recreation. 

American Foundation for the Blind. Recreation for the blind by Charles 
E. Buell. c1951. 39p. (Education series #1) 

A guide for agencies, schools, clubs, and others interested in 
the recreation of the blind. 

Case, Maurice. Recreation for blind adults: organized programs in 
specialized settings. cl966. 208p. 

Merrill, Toni. Activities for the aged and infirm; a handbook for 
the untrained worker. c1967. 272p. 

Written by a professional, this book tells why, how, what, when 
and where of organ1z1ng and conducting appropriate programs for 
the aged and infirm. 
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American Foundation for the Blind. A swimming program for blind children 
by Robert Belenky. cl955. 44p. (Educational series #11) 

Features of this program were developed at a summer camp sponsored 
by the New Jersey Commission for the Blind where the author was 
a waterfront director. 

Richard, Colette. Climbing blind. 
with a Foreward by Maurice Herzog. 

Tr. from the French by Norman Dale 
cl967. 159p. 

An outstanding record of courage, adventure, and fulfillment. 

800 LITERATURE 

Brooks, Van Wyck. The flowering of New England. cl936. 550p. 

First of a number of volumes planned to sketch the literary his
tory of the United States. Includes material on Samuel Gridley 
Howe. 

900 HISTORY 

Lusseyran, Jacques. And there was light, tr. from the French by 
Elizabeth R. Cameron. cl963. 312p. 

Autobiographical - this is the heroic experiences of a blind 
fighter for freedom. 

U.S. President's Commission on Employment of the Handicapped. Guide 
for handicapped tourists; pub. in cooperation with the Veterans 
Employment Service. cl966. 8lp. 

Forewarned with information on the accessibility of park facili
ties, the handicapped traveler can plan his travels with confi
dence and assurance. 
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JUVENILE FICTION 

Bawden, Nina. The witch's daughter. cl966. 18lp. (grades 4-8) 

Janey is blind, but she and her brother ferret out with Perdita, a lonely 
orphaned girl, the mystery of the two men who have hidden a cache of gems 
in an ocean cave. 

Caras, Roger. A. Sarang; the story of a Bengal tiger and of two children in 
search of a miracle. cl968. 308p. (grades 7-9) 

The "Sarang" of the title is a seeing eye tiger. 

Clewes, Dorothy. Guide dog. cl965. 160p. (grades 6-9) 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

Faced with permanent blindness, Roley rejects everything until two young 
friends persuade him to apply for a guide dog. 

JUVENILE NON-FICTION 

Abrahall, Clare Constance (Drury) Haskyna. The young Louis Braille. 
cl965. 123p. (grades 4-6) 

Biography of Louis Braille including his invention of a reading 
and writing system for the blind. 

Kugelmass, J. Alvin. Louis Braille; windows for the blind. cl951. 
160p. (grades 7-12) 

Simply written biography of interest to youth, workers with the 
blind, and music lovers. 

Hunter, Edith Fisher. Child of the silent night; illustrated by Bea 
Holmes. cl963. 124p. (grades 3-5) 

A straight forward unfictionized biography of the education of 
a deaf, blind and mute child, whose accomplishments paved the 
way for Helen Keller fifty years later. 

Dahl, Borghild Margarethe. Finding my way: an autobiography. cl962. 
12lp. (grades 7-up) 

Borghild Dahl's inspiring story of her adjustment to total 
blindness. 

Meltzer, Milton. A light in the dark; the life of Samuel Gridley Howe. 
cl964. 239p. (grades 9-12) 

Throughout the life of Samuel Gridley Howe, zeal for a good 
cause was combined with action and intelligence. 
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Graff, Steward and Polly Anne Graff. Helen Keller; toward the light. 
c1965. 80p. (grades 2-5) 

Helen Keller is full of courage and laughter in this rich, 
poignant biography for children. 

Tibbie, John Williams and Anne Tibbie. Helen Keller. c1958. 125p. 
(grades 4-7) 

Story of Helen Keller vividly told for readers who will meet 
her for the first time. 

Carter, Richard Gordon. Willing walkers; the story of dogs for the 
blind. c1965. 96p. (grades 4-7) 

Children's book showing the amazing partnership that can develop 
between a blind person and his dog. 
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American Foundation for the Blind (The blind person as a college 
teacher) 

American Foundation for the Blind (Blind workers in service occupations 
in hospitals; guidelines for selection, training, placement) 

American Foundation for the Blind (Blindness and diabetes; helping 
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American Foundation for the Blind (Verbalism among blind children) 19 
Ameri can Foundation for the Blind (What every blind person should 

know ... trave l concessions for blind persons, rev.) 14 
Ameri can Library As s ociation. Library administration division (Standards 

for library servi ces for the blind and visually handicapped) 7 
American Optometri c Association. Committee on visual problems of 

children and youth (The i mportance of vision to a creative life 
in f r eedom and dignity) 19 

Amer ican Optometric Asso ciat i on . Committee on visual problems of 
chi ldren and youth (Manual on the visual care of the partially 
seeing child . 3rd rev. ed.) 19 

American Printing Hous e fo r the Blind, Inc. (American Printing House 
for t he Blind, Inc . ; its history, purposes and policies) 31 

American Printing House for the Blind, Inc.; its history, purposes 
and policies by American Printing House for the Blind, Inc . 31 

American Public Health Association, Inc. (Services for children with 
eye problems) 17 

Annual report of Library of Congress by Library of Congress 6 
Annual report of Library of Congress: excerpts - Division for the 

Blind by Library of Congress 7 
Arthur, Julietta K. (Employment for the handicapped) 11 
Artman , William and L. V. Hall (Beauties in achievement of the blind) 20 
Asher, Harry (Experiments in seeing) 28 
Association for Computing Machinery (The selection, training , and 

placement of blind computer programmers) 23 
Attitudes of educators toward exceptional children by Haring, Norris 

Grov0r, et . al. 20 
BAKER , EDWIN A. (No compromise; the story of Colonel Baker and the 

CNIB) by Campbell, Marjorie Elliott (Wilkins) 2 
Barnes-:-Eric Wollencott (The man who lived twice) 4 
Bauman, Mary Kinsey and Norman M. Yoder (Adjustment to blindness) 20 
Bauman, Mary Kinsey (Characteristics of blind and visually handicapped 

people in professional sales and managerial work) 11 
Bauman, Mary Kinsey and Norman M. Yoder (Placing the blind and 

visually handicapped in clerical, industrial, and service fields) 14 
Bauman, Mary Kinsey and Norman M. Yoder (Placing the blind and 

visually handicapped in professional occupations) 14 
Bawden, Nina (The witch's daughter) 33 
A be acon for the blind by Holt, Winifred 3 
Beauties in achievement of the blind by Artman, William and L. V. Hall 20 
·Behavioral research on exceptional children by Kirk, Samuel Alexander 9 
Bernstein, Bebe (Readiness and reading for the retarded child) 27 
Best, Harry (The blind) 17 
Best, Harry (Blindness and the blind in the United States) 14 
Bibliography of mobility research and mobility instrumentation research 

by American Foundation for the Blind 6 
Bindt , Juliet (A handbook for the blind) 14 
Bjarnhof , Kar l (The good light) 1 
Bjarnhof , Karl (The stars grow pale) 1 
Blackhall, David Scott (This home had windows) 2 
Blind American by National Federation of the Blind 8 
Blind children - degree of vision, mode of reading by Jones, John Walker 29 
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The blind in school and society by Cutsforth, Thomas D. 
Blind man's bluff by Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick 
Blind man's offering by Bowen, B. 
The blind person as a college teacher by W. Alfred McCauley by 

American Foundation for the Blind 
The blind Sisters of Saint Paul by La Sizeranne , Maurice de 
The blind telephonist by Gust, Fr. W. 
The blind; their condition and the work being done for them in the 

United States by Best, Harry 
Blind workers in service occupations in hospitals by American 

Foundation for the Blind 
Blindness an~ diabetes; ~elping the blind diabetic gain independence 

by American Foundation for the Blind 
Blindness and the blind in the United States by Best, Harry 
Bl~ndness in children by Norris, Miriam and Patricia J. Spaulding 
Blindness; modern approaches to the unseen environment by Zahl, Paul 

Arthur 
Blindness 1964 by American Association of Workers for the Blind 
Blindness 1965 by American Association of Workers for the Blind 
Blindness 1966 by American Association of Workers for the Blind 
Blindness 1967 by American Association of Workers for the Blind 
Blindness 1968 by American Association of Workers for the Blind 
Blindness: some facts and figures by American Foundation for the Blind 
Boatner, Maxine Tull and John Edward Gates, eds (A dictionary of idioms 

for the deaf. 1st ed.) 
Books about the blind by Lende, Helga 
Books about the blind, rev. ed. by Lende, Helga 
Books for the blind by Haycraft, Howard 
Books for the blind and physically handicapped by Haycraft, Howard 
Bowen, B. B. (Blind man's offering. 3rd ed.) 
Braille in the United States: its production, distribution, and use 

by Goldish, Louis Harvey 
BRAILLE, LOUIS (Louis Braille; windows for the blind) by Kugelmass 

J. Alvin ' 
BRAILLE, LOUIS (The reading fingers) by Roblin, Jean 
BRAILLE, LOUIS (The young Louis Braille) by Abrahall, Clare Constance 

(Drury) Haskyna 
Braille chemical notations and how to use them by Loomis, Madeleine 

Seymour and P.C. Mitchell 
Braille Monitor by National Federation of the Blind 
Braille Monitor, 1965 on by National Federation of the Blind 
The Braille reference book; for grades 1 1~ and 2 by Loomis, Madeleine 

Seymour 
Bretz, Alice (I begin again) 
Broadbent, Donald Eric (Perception and communication) 
Broadening professional horizons by American Foundation for the Blind 
Brooks, Van Wyck (The flowering of New England, 1815-1865) 
Brooks, Van Wyck (Helen Keller; sketch for a portrait) 
Brown, Eleanor Gertrude (Corridors of light) 
Buell, Charles Edwin (Physical education for blind children) 
Bulletin of prosthetics research by U.S. Department of Medicine and 

Surgery 

Campbell, Marjorie Elliott (Wilkins) (No compromise; the story of 
Colonel Baker and the CNIB) 
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Caras, Roger A. (Sarang) 33 
Career planning for the blind by Crawford, Fred L. 11 
Carter, Richard Gordon (Willing walkers: the story of dogs for the 

blind) 34 
Case , Mauri ce (Recreation for blind adults) 31 
Caufi eld, Genevieve (Kingdom within) 2 
The causes of blindness in childhood by Fraser, G. R., et. al. 15 
Center Personnel Ins titute (Proceedings of Center Per sonnel Institute) 20 
A challenge t o darkness by Scapino, J. Georges 4 
Characteristi cs of bl ind and visually handicapped people i n professional 

sales and manager ial wor k by Bauman, Mary Kinsey 11 
Chevigny , Hector and Sydell Br averman (Adjustment of the blind) 14 
Chi ld of the s ilent night by Hunter, Edith Fisher 33 
The child with a handicap by Martmer, Edgar E. , ed. 22 
Clark , Marguerite (After the doctor leaves) 28 
Clear and present danger by Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick 1 
Clewes, Dorothy (Guide dog) 33 
Clifton , Bernice (None so blind) 2 
CLIFTON , BERNICE (Sight unseen) by Simon, Philip J. 2 
Climb i ng blind by Richard Colette 32 
Cl osed doors; studies of deaf and blind children by Montague, 

Margar et Prescott 9 
Colcord, Joanna C. (Your community) 10 
Commission on Standards and Accreditation of Services for the Blind 

(The COMSTAC report) 14 
The compression of rapid speech by the blind; part III by Foulke, 24 

Emerson 24 
The COMSTAC report by Commission on Standards and Accreditation of 

Servi ces for the Blind 14 
Concerning t he education of blind children by American Foundation for 

the Blind 22 
Conquest of disability by Fraser, Ian, ed. 29 
Contemporary papers. Vol . I by American Association of Workers for 

the Blind 13 
Contemporary papers. Vol . II by American Association of Workers for 

the Blind 13 
Contemporary papers. Vol. III by American Association of Workers for 

the Blind 13 
Corridors of light by Brown, Eleanor Gertrude 2 
Cosgr ove , Eli zabeth (Home teachers of the adult blind) 20 
Counseling and placement of blind persons in professional occupations 

by Crawford, Fred L. 12 
Counse lors guide; how to analyze the rehabilitation needs of blind 

persons on the far m by U. S. Department of Health, Education & 
Welfare 30 

Counselor s gui de; how to find employment and place blind persons on 
jobs of an industri al charac t er i n nonindustrial areas by U.S. 
Department of Health, Educat i on & Welfare 11 

Crawfor d , Fred L. (Career planning for the blind) 11 
Crawfo rd, Fred L. (Counseling and placement of blind persons in 

profes sional occupations) 12 
Crawford, Fred L. (A manual of practices and procedures in the establish

ment and operation of a professional counseling and placement 
service) 11 
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Creative and mental growth by Lowenfeld, Viktor and W. Lambert Brittain 
Cre~tive drama~ic~ for handicapped children by Schattner, Regina 
Cru1chshank, W1lllam M., ed. (Psychology of exceptional children and 

youth) 
Cure for blindness by Thornton, Walter 
Curriculum guide; pre-cane mobility and orientation skills for t he 

blind by Michigan School for the Blind 
Cutsforth, Thomas D. (The blind in school and society) 

Dahl, Borghild Margarethe (Finding my way) 
Dah~, Borghild Margarethe (I wanted to see) 
Dan1els~ A~thur Simpson a~d Evelyn A: Davis (Adapted physical education; 

pr1nc1ples and pract1ce of phys1cal education for exceptional 
students) 

Dear parents of blind children by Rottman, Robert 
Deno,.Evelyn! ed. (Retarded youth : their school-rehabilitation needs) 
Det~o1~ Publ1cSc~o?ls (Typewriting for visually handicapped children) 
A d1ct1onary of 1d1oms for the deaf by Boatner, Maxine Tull and John 

Edward Gates 
Directory of agencies for the blind in the British Isles and overseas 

by Royal National Institute for the Blind 
Directory of school programs for visually handicapped children by 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare 
Dishart, Martin (Vital issues and recommendations from the 1965 

. N~t~onal Institutes for rehabilitation research) 
D~vers1f1ed farming activities for the blind by Glover, Calvin s. 
D1xon, J. M. (The valley and the shadow) 
Dogs a?ainst darkness: the story of the seeing eye by Hartwell, 

D1ckson 
Donahue, G~orge T. and Sol Nichtern (Teaching the troubled child) 
Donahue, W1lma and Donald Dabelstein, eds. (Psychological diagnosis 

and counseling of the adult blind) 
Dot writing; a manual of English Braille by Wise, Janet 
Duane, Thomas David (Opthalmic research) 
Dufton, Richard, ed. (Proceedings of the International Conference on 

Sensory Devices for the Blind) 
Duker, Sam (Listening: reading) 
Dunn, Lloyd M., et. al., ed. (Exceptional children in the schools) 

Eakin, William M., et. al. (Type size research of the partially seeing 
child) 

Eckert, John A. (A study of personality traits of rehabilitated blind 
in professional occupations) 

Education and health of the partially seeing child by Hathaway 
Winifred (Phillips) ' 

Educat~onal measurement and evaluation by Nunnally, Jum Clarence 
Effectmg excellence in management practice in vocational rehabilita-

tion by Mold, Howard P. 
Effec~f early blindness by American Foundation for the Blind 
851 blinded veterans by Graham, Milton D. 
Employmen~ a~sistance for the handicapped by U.S. President's 

CommlSSlOn on Employment for the Handicapped 
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Employment for the handicapped by Arthur, Julietta K. 
Estimated prevalence of blindness in the United States by Hurlin, 

Ralph G. 
Estimated stati st ics on blindness and vision problems by National 

Society for the Prevention of Blindness, Inc. 
Etta Josselyn Griffin; pioneer librarian for the blind by Stevenson, 

Victoria Faber 
Exceptional children by Goodenough, Florence L. 
Exceptional children in the schools by Dunn, Lloyd M., et. al. 
Exercises to accompany lessons on the Nemeth Code by Kuhler, J. B. 
Experimental science for the blind; an instruction manual by Wexler, 

Abraham 
Experiments in seeing by Asher, Harry 
Exploring the world of touch by Revesz, G. 
The eye and sight by Gregg, James R. and Gordon G. Heath 
Eye research by U.S. National Institute of Neurological Diseases and 

Blindness 

Face to face by Mehta, Ved Parkash 
Factors influencing vocational rehabilitation of the blind by American 

Foundation for the Blind 
Fait, Hollis F. (Special physical education) 
Farrell, Gabriel (The story of blindness) 
FAWCETT, HENRY (A beacon for the blind) by Holt, Winifred 
Financial assistance to the blind by American Foundation for the Blind 
Finding my way by Dahl, Borghild Margarethe 
Finestone, Samuel, et. al. (Social casework and blindness) 
First lady of the seeing eye by Frank, Morris and Blake Clark 
The flowering of New England by Brooks, VanWyck 
Fonda, Gerald Emmett (Management of the patient with subnormal vision) 
Foulke, Emerson (The compression of rapid speech by the blind) 
Foulke, Emerson, ed. (Proceedings of the Louisville conference on 

time compressed speech, October 19-21, 1966) 
Four case studies of programed instruction by Fund for the Advancement 

of Education, N.Y. 
Frank, Morris and Blake Clark (First lady of the seeing eye) 
Fraser, G., et. al. (The causes of blindness in childhood) 
Fraser, Ian, ed. (Conquest of disability) 
Fraser, Ian (Whereas I was blind) 
Fulker, Wilber H. and Mary Fulker (Techniques with tangibles) 
Fun comes first for blind slow-learners by Huffman, Mildred Blake 
Fund for the Advancement of Education, N.Y. (Four case studies of 

programed instruction) 

Glover , Calvin S. (Diversified farming activities for the blind) 
Goldish, Louis Harvey (Braille inthe United States) 
The good light by Bjarnhof, Karl 
Goodenough, Florence L. and Lois M. Rynkiewicz (Exceptional children) 
Gowman, Alan G. (The war blind in American social structure) 
Graff, Stewart and Polly Anne Graff (Helen Keller) 
Graham, Milton D. (851 blinded veterans) 
Graham, Milton D. (Social research on blindness) 
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Gregg, James R. and Gordon G. Heath (The eye and sight) 
Gregg, James R. (The story of optometry) 
The Grove Park report by American Foundation for the Blind 
Guide dog by Clewes, Dorothy 
A guide to comprehensive rehabilitation service to the homebound 

disabled by Tickton, Reva S., ed. 
Guide to the National Parks and monuments for handicapped tourists 

by U.S. President's Commission on Employment of the Handicapped 
Guiding the physically handicapped college student by Rusalem, Herbert 
Gust, Fr. W (The blind telephonist) 

Hall, Edward Twitchell (The silent language) 
A handbook for the blind by Bindt, Juliet 
Haring, Norris Grover, et. al . (Attitudes of educators toward 

exceptional children) 
Harrison, Shelby M. and F. Emerson Andrews (American Foundation for 

Social Welfare) 
Hartwell, Dickson (Dogs against darkness) 
Hasluck, Alexandra (To guide and guard) 
Hathaway, Winifred (Phillips) (Education and health of the partially 

seeing child. 4th ed.) 
Haycraft, Howard (Books for the blind) 
Haycraft, Howard (Books for the blind and physically handicapped) 
Helen Keller (Tibbie, John Williams and Anne Tibbie) 
Helen Keller, her Socialist years by Keller, Helen Adams 
Helen Keller; sketch for a portrait by Brooks, VanWyck 
Helen Keller; toward the light by Graff, Stewart and Polly Anne Graff 
Helping the visually handicapped child in a regular class by Pelone , 

Anthony 
Higher education and handicapped students by Tucker, William V. and 

Harry J. Waters 
A history of vocational rehabilitation in America by Obermann, Carl Esco 
Holt, Winifred (A beacon for the blind) 
Home teachers of the adult blind by Cosgrove, Eli zabeth 
Hopkirk, Howard W. (Institutions serving children) 
How well are they paid? by American Foundation for the Blind 
HOWE, SAMUEL GRIDLEY (A light in the dark) by Meltzer, Milton 
HOWE, SAMUEL GRIDLEY (Three saints and a sinner) by Tharp, Louise Hall 
Hoyt, Adelia M. (Unfolding years) 
Huffman , Mildred Blake (Fun comes first for blind slow-learners) 
Hunt, Valerie V. (Recreation for the handicapped) 
Hunter, Edith Fisher (Child of the silent night) 
Hurlin, Ralph G. (Estimated prevalence of blindness in the United 

States) 
Husing, Edward B. (My eyes are in my heart written with Cy Rice) 

I begin again by Bretz, Alice 
I wanted to see by Dahl, Borghild Margarethe 
The IHB way; an approach to the rehabilitation of blind persons by 

Industrial Home for the Blind 
Identification of school children requiring eye care by National 

Medical Foundation for Eye Care, N.Y. 
If you make a noise I can't see by Lunt, Lucy 
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The importance of v1s1on to a creative life in freedom and dignity by 
American Optometric Association 

I t t . f r bl1·nd persons by American Foundation for the ncome ax exemp 1ons o _ 
Blind 

Increased visual behavior in low vi s ion children by Natalie Barraga 
by American Foundat i on for the Blind 

Industrial arts for blind students by American Foundation for the 
Blind 

Industrial Home for the Blind (The IHB way) 
Institutions serving children by Hopkirk, Howard W. 
Instructional guide for use in vocational schools providing . training 

for blind persons by U.S. Department of Health, Educat1on & 
Welfare 

An international adventure ; a brief history of the American Foundation 
for Overseas Blind by Lacy, Bernard 

Iowa Society for Crippled Children & Adults, Inc . (Rehabilitation of 
the public offender - a beginning) 

Iowa Transcriber (Services for the Blind) 
Irwin, Robert B. (The war of the dots) 
Ishi r ara, Shinobu (Tests for colour-blindness. 3rd ed.) 
Ishi hara, Shinobu (Tests for colour-blindness) 

Jackson, Stephen (Special education in England and Wales) 
Jewish Braille Institute of America, Inc. (Library catalog) 
Jones, John Walker (Blind children) 
Joseph Pulitzer, his life and letters by Seitz, Don Carlos 
Journey out of darkness by McCoy, Marie Bell 

Katz , Alfred Hyman (Parents of the handicapped) 
Keep your head up, Mr. Putnam! by Putnam, Peter 
Keller, Helen Adams (Helen Keller, her Socialist years) 
Keller, Helen Adams (The story of my life) 
KELER, HELEN (Child of the silent night) by Hunter, Edith Fisher 
KELLER, HELEN (Helen Keller) by Tibble, John Williams and Anne Tibbie 
KELLER, HELEN (Helen Keller; sketch for a portrait) by Brooks, VanWyck 
KELLER, HELEN (Helen Keller; toward the light) by Graff, Stewart 
Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick (Blind man's bluff) 
Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick (Clear and present danger) 
Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick (The odor of violets) 
Kendrick , Baynard Hardwick (You die today!) 
Kessler, Henry H. (Rehabilitation of the physically handicapped) 
Kingdom with i n by Caulfield, Genevieve 
Kirk Samuel Alexander and Bluma B. Weiner (Behavioral research on , 

exceptional children) 
Kugelmass, J. Alvin (Louis Braille) 
Kuhler , J. B. (Exercises to accompany lessons on the Nemeth Code) 
Kuhler, J. B. (Lessons and exercises on the Nemeth Code) 
Kurtz, Rus sell H. (Social work ye ar book) 

La Si zeranne , Maurice de (The blind Sisters of Saint Paul) 
Lacy, Bernard (An international adventure) 
Law as a profession for the blind by American Foundation for the Blind 
Lawton, Robert E. (Listening to rate controlled speech) 
Le Fevre, Robert (The story of the Wagner-O'Day act) 
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Lende, Helga (Books about the blind) 6 
Lende, Helga (Books about the blind; rev. ed) 6 
Lende, Helga (What of the blind?) 25 
Lessons and exercises on the Nemeth Code by Kuhler, J.B. 25 
Library catalog by Jewish Braille Institute of America, Inc. 7 
Library of Congress (Annual report of Library of Congress) 6 
Li brary of Congress (Annual report of Library of Congress) 7 
A light in the dark by Meltzer, Milton 33 
The lighted heart by Yates, Elizabeth 5 
The Lighthouse Low Vision Services (The Lighthouse optical aids catalog) 20 
The Lighthouse optical aids catalog by The Lighthouse Low Visision 

Services 20 
Listening : reading by Duker, Sam 18 
Listening to rate controlled speech by Lawton, Robert E. 18 
Loomis, Madeleine Seymour and P.C. Mitchell (Braille chemical notations 

and how to use them) 25 
Loomis, Madeleine Seymour (The Braille reference book; for grades 1, 

1~ and 2) 25 
Loomis, Madeleine Seymour (The writing of grade three Braille) 26 
Louis Braille; windows for the blind by Kugelmass, J. Alvin 33 
Lowenfeld, Viktor and W. Lambert Brittain (Creative and mental growth) 31 
Lunt, Lucy (If you make a noise I can't see) 16 
Lusseyran, Jacques (And there was light) 32 

McCoy, Marie Bell (Journey out of darkness) 4 
The man who lived twice; the biography of Edward Sheldon by Barnes, 

Eric Wollencott 4 
Management of the handicapped child by Michal-Smith, Harold, ed. 30 
Management of the patient with subnormal vision by Fonda, Gerald 

Emmett 29 
A manual of norms for tests used in counseling blind persons by 

American Foundation for the Blind 9 
A manual of pract~ces and proc~dures in the establishment and operation 

of a professional counseling and placement service by Crawford, 
Fred L. 11 

Manual on the visual care of the partially seeing child by American 
Optometric Association 19 

Martmer, Edgar E., ed. (The child with a handicap) 22 
The measurement of vocational needs by Weiss, David J., et. al. 18 
Medical consultation in vocational rehabilitation by Thomason, Bruce, ed. 22 
Mehta, Ved Parkash (Face to face) 4 
Meltzer, Milton (A light in the dark) 33 
Merrill, Toni (Activities for the aged and infirm) 31 
Methods of communications with deaf-blind people by American Foundation 

for the Blind 23 
Michal-Smith, Harold, ed. (Management of the handicapped child) 30 
Michigan School for the Blind (Curriculum guide) 26 
Mitchell, Elmer L. (Training guides in motivation for vocational 

rehabilitation staff) 22 
Mitchell, Mary (Uncharted country) 4 
Mold, Howard P. (Effecting excellence in management practice in 

vocational rehabilitation) 12 
Montague, Margaret Prescott (Closed doors; studies of deaf and blind 

children) 9 
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Moor, Pauline M. (No time to lose) 
Mother and blind child by American Foundation for the Blind 
Music for the blind by Mylecraine, Mary, comp. 
Music for the handicapped ~hild b~ Alvin,.Juliette 
My eyes are in my heart written w1th Cy Rice by Husing, Edward B. 
Mylecraine, Mary, comp. (Music for the blind) 

National Federation of the Blind (All Story) 
Nat i onal Federation of the Blind (Blind American) 
National Federation of the Blind (Braille Monitor) 
National Federation of the Blind (Braille Monitor) 1965 to date 
National Medical Foundation for Eye Care, N.Y. (Identification of 

school children requiring eye care) 
National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, Inc. (Estimated 

statistics on blindness and vision problems) 
The New Beacon (The journal of blind welfare) 
New frontiers for research on deaf-blindness by Rusalem, Herbert, et. 
The New Outlook for the Blind by American Foundation for the Blind 
New York Institute for the Education of the Blind (Yearbook) 
No compromise; the story of Colonel Baker and the CNIB by Campbell, 

Marjorie Elliott (Wilkins) 
No time to lose by Moor, Pauline M. 
None so blind by Clifton, Bernice 
Norris, Miriam and Patricia J. Spaulding (Blindness in children) 
Nunnally, Jum Clarence (Educational measurement and evaluation) 

Obermann, Carl Esco (A history of vocational rehabilitation in 
America) 

The odor of violets by Kendrick, Baynard Hardwick 
Opthalmic research by Duane, Thomas David 
Opportunities for blind teachers in public schools by American 

Foundation for the Blind 
Out of my darkness by Sheppard, William 
Overbrook School for the Blind, Pa. (Report 1959-1960) 

Parents of the handicapped by Katz, Alfred Hyman 
The past is prologue by American Foundation for the Blind 
Pearson, Arthur (Victory over blindness) 
Pelone, Anthony (Helping the visually handicapped child in a regular 

class) 
Perception and communication by Broadbent, Donald Eric . 

al. 

Physical education for blind children by Buell, Charles Edw1n 
Physical education for the exceptional student by ~alker: Leroy.T. 
Placing the blind and visually handicapped in cler1cal, 1ndustr1al, 

and service fields by Bauman, Mary Kinsey and Norman M. Yoder 
Placing the blind and visually handicapped in professional occupations 

by Bauman, Mary Kinsey and Norman M. Yoder 
Posture in the blind by American Foundation for the Blind 
The preschool deaf-blind child by American Foundation for the Blind 
Proceedings of Center Personnel Institute by Center Personnel Inst. 
Proceedings of the American Association of Workers for the Blind by 

American Association of Workers for the Blind, Inc. 
Proceedings of the International conference on sensory devices for 

the blind by Dufton, Richard, ed. 
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Proceedings of the international congress on technology and bl1ndness 
by Wiesner, Jerome Bert 6 

Proceedings of the Louisville conference on time compressed speech 
by Foulke, Emerson, ed. 24 

Proceedings of the twenty-fifth convention of the American Association 
of Workers for the Blind by American Association of Workers for the 
Blind, Inc. 19 

Proceedings; 3rd annual conference of the model reporting area for 
blindness statistics by U.S. Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare 16 

Professionalism and rehabilitation counseling by Sussman, Marvin B. 6 
A psychiatrist works with blindness by Cholden , Louis Sidney 8 
The Psychological Corporation (Test catalog) 18 
Psychological diagnosis and counseling of the adult blind by Donahue, 

Wilma and Donald Dabelstein, eds. 24 
Psychology of exceptional children and youth by Cruichshank, William M. 30 
PULITZER, JOSEPH (Joseph Pulitzer, his life and letters) by Seitz, 

Don Carlos 4 
Putnam, Peter (Keep your head up, Mr. Putnam!) 16 

Raymond, Robert L. (With furled sail) 4 
Readiness and reading for the retarded child by Bernstein, Bebe 27 
The reading fingers; the life of Louis Braille by Roblin, Jean 2 
"Reality, the keystone of service" by American Association of Workers 

for the Blind, Inc. 19 
Recommended aids for the partially sighted by Sloan, Louise L., ed. 21 
Recreation for blind adults by Case, Maurice 31 
Recreation for the blind by Charles E. Buell by American Foundation 

for the Blind 31 
Recreation for the handicapped by Hunt, Valerie V. 31 
Rehabilitation and aging by U.S. Department of Health, Education and 

Welfare 28 
Redkey, Henry (Rehabilitation centers today) 21 
Rehabilitating the narcotic addict by U.S. Department of Health, 

Education and Welfare 8 
Rehabilitation centers today by Redkey, Henry 21 
Rehabilitation of the physically handicapped by Kessler, Henry H. 20 
Rehabilitation of the public offender by Iowa Society for Crippled 

Children & Adults, Inc. 12 
Rehabilitation research by Wright, George N. and Ann Beck Trotter 17 
Report 1959-1960 by Overbrook School for the Blind, Pa. 21 
Resistance to cataract surgery by Irving Miller by American Foundation 

for the Blind 30 
Retarded youth by Deno, Evelyn, ed. 27 
Revesz, G. (Exploring the world of touch) 9 
Richard, Colette (Climbing blind) 32 
The right to live in the world by ten Broek, Jacobus 10 
Roblin, Jean (The reading fingers) 2 
Roof£, Madeline (Voluntary societies and social policy) 26 
Rosenberg, Charlot (Simple self-help devices to make for the 

handicapped) 26 
Rottman, Robert (Dear parents of blind children) 9 
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Rottman , Robert (Some thoughts on the education of blind c~ildren) 
Royal National Institute for the Blind (Directory of agenc1es for the 

blind in the British Isles and overseas) 
Royal National Institute for the Blind (The New Beacon) 
Rusalem, Herbert (Guiding the physically handicapped college stu~ent) 
Rusalem, Herbert, et. al. (New frontiers for research on deaf-bl1ndness 
Russell, Robert (To catch an angel) 

Sarang by Caras, Roger A. 
Scapino, J. Georges (A challenge to darkness) . 
Schattner, Regina (Creative dramatics for handicapped ch1ldren) 
The school age bl i nd child project by American Foundation for the Blind 
Seeman, Bernard (Your sight) 
Seitz, Don Carlos (Joseph Pulitzer, his life and letters) 
The selection, training, and placement of blind computer programmers 

by Association for Computing Machinery . . 
Services for blind persons in the United States by Amer1can Foundat1on 

for the Blind 
Services for children with eye problems by American Public Health 

Association, Inc. 
Services for handicapped youth in England and Wales by Taylor, 

Wallace and Isabella Wagner Taylor 
Services for the Blind, Inc. (Iowa Transcriber) 
SHELDON, EDWARD (The man who lived twice) by Barnes, Eric Wollencott 
Sheppard, William (Out of my darkness) 
Sight unseen by Simon, Philip J. 
The silent language by Hall, Edward Twitchell 
Simon , Philip J. (Sight unseen) 
Simple self-help devices to make for the handicapped by Rosenberg, 

Charlot 
Sloan, Louise L., ed. (Recommended aids for the partially sighted) 
Small business enterprises for the severely handicapped by U.S. 

Department of Health, Education & Welfare 
Social casework and blindness by Finestone, Samuel, ed. 
The social life of blind people by American Foundation for the Blind 
Social research on blindness by Graham, Milton D. 
Social work year book by Kurtz, Russell H. 
Some thoughts on the education of blind children by Rottman, Robert 
The sound of the walls by Twersky, Jacob 
Special education in England and Wales by Jackson, Stephen 
Special physical education by Fait, Hollis F. 
Standards for library services for the blind and visually handicapped 

by American Library Association 
The stars grow pale by Bjarnhof, Karl 
The state-federal vocational rehabilitation program looks to the 

future by Whitten, E. B., ed. 
State vouati ona l rehabilitation agency program data by U.S. Department 

of Health, Education & We l fare 
Stevenson, Victoria Faber (Etta Josselyn Griffin) 
Stimulus variables in auditory projective testing by American 

Foundation for the Blind 
The story of blindness by Farrell, Gabriel 
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The story of embossed books for the blind by American_Foundation for 
the Blind 

The story of my life by Keller, Helen Adams 
The story of optometry by Gregg, James R. 
The story of the Wagner-O'Day act by Le Fevre, Robert 
Studies in rehabilitation counselor training by U.S. Department of 

Health, Education & Welfare 
A study of personality traits of rehabilitated blind in professional 

occupations by Eckert, John A. 
Sussman, Marvin B., et. al. (Professionalism and rehabilitation 

counseling) 
A swimming probram for blind children by American Foundation for the 

Blind 

Tape recording books for the blind by American Foundation for the Blind 
Taylor, Wallace W. and Isabella Wagner Taylor (Services for handicapped 

youth in England and Wales) 
Teaching the blind script-writing by the Marks method by American 

Foundation for the Blind 
Teaching the troubled child by Donahue, George T. and Sol Nichtern 
Techniques for eating by Widerberg, Lloyd C. and Ruth Kaarlela 
Techniques with tangibles by Fulker, Wilber H. and Mary Fulker 
ten Broek, Jacobus (The right to live in the world) 
Test catalog by The Psychological Corporation 
Tests for colour-blindness. 3rd ed. by Ishirara, Shinobu 
Tests for colour-blindness. 24 plates by Ishihara, Shinobu 
Tharp, Louise Hall (Three saints and a sinner) 
And there was light by Lusseyran, Jacques 
This house had windows by Blackhall, David Scott 
Thomason, Bruce, ed. (Medical consultation in vocational rehabilitation) 
Thornton, Walter (Cure for blindness) 
Three saints and a sinner by Tharp, Louise Hall 
Tibble, John Williams and Anne Tibbie (Helen Keller) 
Tickton, Reva S., ed. (A guide to comprehensive rehabilitation service 

to the homebound disabled) 
To catch an angel by Russell, Robert 
To guide and guard by Hasluck, Alexandra 
Training guides in otivation for vocational rehabilitation staff by 

Mitchell, Elmer L. 
Training the volunteer to assist the home teacher of the adult blind 

by U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare 
Tucker, William V. and Harry J. Waters, eds. (Higher education and 

handicapped students) 
Twersky, Jacob (The sound of the walls) 
Type size research for the partially seeing child by Eakin, William M., 

et. al. 
Typewriting for visually handicapped children by Detroit Public 

Schools 

Uncharted country by Mitchell, Mary 
Unfolding years by Hoyt, Adelia M. 
U,S, Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Counselors guide) 
U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Counselors guide; 

how to find employment and place blind persons on jobs of an 
industrial character in nonindustrial areas) 
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U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Directory of school 
programs for visually handicapped children) 22 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Instructional guide 
for use in vocational schools providing training for training 
for blind persons) 27 

U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Proceedings) 16 
U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Rehabilitating the 

narcotic addict) 8 
U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Rehabilitation and 

aging) 28 
U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Small business enter-

prises for the severely handicapped) 31 
U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (State vocational 

rehabilitation agency program data) 21 
U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Studies in rehabili-

tation counselor training) 11 
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (Training the 

volunteer to assist the home teacher of the adult blind) 27 
U.S. Department of Medicine and Surgery (Bulletin of prosthetics 

research) 27 
U.S. National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness (Eye 

research) 29 
U.S. President's Commission on Employment of the Handicapped (Employ-

ment assistance for the handicapped) 18 
U.S. President's Commission on Employment of the Handicapped (Guide 
to the National Parks and monuments for handicapped tourists) 32 
U.S. Veteran's Administration (War blinded veterans in a postwar setting) 16 

The valley and the shadow by Dixon, J. M. 3 
Verbalism among blind children by American Foundation for the Blind 19 
Victory over blindness by Pearson, Arthur 16 
Villey, Pierre (The world of the blind) 10 
Viscardi, Henry (The abilities story) 12 
Vital issues and recommendations from the 1965 National Institutes for 

rehabilitation research by Dishart, Martin 15 
Voluntary societies and social policy by Roof£, Madeline 26 

Walker, Leroy T. (Physical education for the exceptional student) 19 
The war blind in American social structure by Gowman, Alan G. 15 
War blinded veterans in a postwar setting by U.S. Veteran's Administra-

tion 16 
The war of the dots by Irwin, Robert B. 25 
Weiss, David J., et. al. (The measurement of vocational needs) 18 
Wexler, Abraham (Experimental science for the blind) 22 
What every blind person should know by American Foundation for the 

Blind 14 
What of the blind? by Lende, Helga 25 
Whereas I was blind by Fraser, Ian 3 
Whitten, E. B., ed. (The state-federal vocational rehabilitation program 

looks to the future) 22 
Widerberg, Lloyd C. and Ruth Kaarlela (Techniques for eating) 28 
Wiesner, Jerome Bert (Proceedings of the International Congress on 

Technology and Blindness Vol. IV) 6 



Willing walkers by Carter, Richard Gordon 
Wise, Janet (Dot writing) 
The witch's daughter by Bawden, Nina 
With furled sail by Raymond, Robert L. 
The world of the blind by Villey, Pierre 

so 

Wright, George N. and Ann Beck Trotter (Rehabilitation research) 
The writing of grade three Braille by Loomis, Madeline Seymour 
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Yates, Elizabeth (The lighted heart) 5 
Yearbook by New York Institute for the Education of the Blind 21 
You die today! ~endrick, Baynard Hardwick 1 
The young Louis Braille by Abrahall, Clare Constance (Drury) Haskyna 33 
Your community; its provision for health, education, safety, and 

welfare by Colcord, Joanna C. 10 
Your sight by Seeman, Bernard 16 

Zahl, Paul Arthur, ed. (Blindness) 17 
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